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State-Based Retirement
Plans: Why or Why Not?
Jill Bisco*
Cassandra Cole**

Abstract
Many Americans are financially unprepared for retirement. To address this
issue, some states have proposed and/or passed legislation to implement statebased, automatic individual retirement account (IRA) plans. With only five states
passing legislation, we discuss some of the program design considerations, with a
focus on how decisions regarding these considerations impact participation and
cost and, ultimately, the feasibility of state-based retirement plans. Next, we
analyze the characteristics of the states that have proposed legislation related to
state-based retirement programs and those that have not to determine if there are
any systematic differences. We also conduct similar comparisons of those states
that have successfully passed legislation and those that have proposed but not yet
passed state-based retirement plan legislation.

* Assistant Professor of Finance, The University of Akron; jbisco@uakron.edu.
** Department Chair, Dr. William T. Hold Professor in Risk Management & Insurance, and
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Introduction
The income adequacy of retirees has been a topic prevalent in the popular
press, as well as both industry and academic studies. There is growing concern
given that individuals are living longer and savings needs have increased to meet
retirement goals. In addition, recent evidence suggests that there has been a decline
in the percentage of private sector workers with access to employer-sponsored
retirement plans, and the changing demographics of the population has led to a
decrease in participation in these plans. Also, almost 45% of working age
households do not currently have any assets in a retirement account (considering
employer-sponsored savings and individual accounts) and average median
retirement account balances for near-retirees is $12,000. Finally, there are also
significant differences in account ownership and account balances by income
levels and age (Rhee, 2013).
Over the years, there have been efforts to address this potential retirement
crisis at the federal level. Recently, this has included proposals for a federal
automatic individual retirement account (IRA) and initiatives such as myRA.
Early in his first term, President Barack Obama introduced the automatic IRA,
which would require employers to establish a savings plan to which all workers
would contribute a set percentage of salary through payroll deduction. While
President Obama was not successful in passing legislation to create this federal
automatic IRA, in 2014, he was able to pass legislation that created the myRA.
The myRA is a voluntary Roth IRA designed for individuals who do not have
access to retirement plans through their employers. More than 30,000 individuals
opened accounts since the program’s inception in 2015; however, contributions
have only been made to about 20,000 and the median balance is approximately
$500. With assets of just $34 million and ongoing costs of $10 million, the
U.S. Department of the Treasury announced in July 2017 that it was ending the
program (Bernard, 2017).
With the lack of progress at the federal level and so many workers lacking the
availability of a retirement mechanism through their employer, a handful of states
have passed legislation creating state-based retirement plans, similar in design to
the proposed federal automatic IRA. This leads to a natural question: Why have
more states not implemented state-sponsored retirement plans? In order to answer
this question, we review some of the major decisions the states must make as it
relates to the design and structure of state-based retirement plans. Within this
discussion, we examine the impact of the decisions on the long-term feasibility of
the plans by considering the decisions’ effect on both participation and cost. Next,
we explore the characteristics of the states and conduct some comparisons.
Specifically, we analyze the characteristics of the states that have proposed
legislation related to state-based retirement programs and those that have not to
determine if there are any systematic differences. We also conduct similar
comparisons of those states that have successfully passed legislation establishing a
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state-based retirement plan and those that have proposed but not yet passed
legislation.
Given the current lack of personal savings, the diminishing access to
employer-based retirement plans and the increase in life expectancy, the potential
inadequacy of retirement savings should be an issue of concern to the states and
the federal government. Those who are not adequately prepared for retirement may
remain in the workforce for longer periods of time, thereby limiting the job
availability for future generations. Those unable to work may become largely
dependent on government programs, which could lead to increased costs borne by
the states and the federal government. This study provides a close examination of
one option currently being explored by some states to deal with this issue and
provides insight into which states may benefit more from this type of program.
The next section of this paper provides a brief overview of the options
available for state-sponsored retirement plans. This is followed by a section that
discusses factors that may have influenced the states’ decisions to propose statebased retirement plan legislation, along with the state comparisons of these factors.
Finally, concluding remarks are provided.

Plan Type
There are a number of decisions that must be made when designing a statesponsored retirement plan. The first is the type of plan to provide. State-sponsored
retirement plans can be either defined contribution plans or defined benefit plans;
however, only bills proposing defined contribution plans, specifically IRAs, have
been passed by the state legislatures (John and Gale, 2015). This is not surprising
for several reasons. Defined contribution plans are more portable and employees
know the value of their account at all times. In addition, there is a transfer of
retirement risk from the sponsor to the employee. In other words, the employee
bears the financial risk associated with the retirement plan, not the sponsor
(Boulier et al., 2001). Finally, defined contribution plans are less costly and
generally simpler to administer. As such, we focus our discussion on the options
for defined contribution plans.
The states have mainly investigated two types of defined contribution plans:
1) automatic IRAs; and 2) multiple employer plans (MEPs) (John and Gale,
2015).1 With an automatic IRA, employers automatically enroll workers into the
1. One of the options explored by some states is the use of a marketplace as a means for
eligible small employers and self-employed to find retirement plans (Pew, 2016). The
implementation of a marketplace does not necessarily entail implementing a mandatory
retirement plan. However, the states may require specific criteria be met in order for firms to
participate in the marketplace. For instance, the New Jersey Small Business Retirement
Marketplace Act requires firms wanting to list their products on the marketplace to offer a
minimum of two product options, including a target date type fund and a balanced fund. The
marketplace will offer three plan options to employers: a Savings Incentive Match Plan for
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plan with a pre-set contribution being made to the IRA via payroll deduction (Iwry
and John, 2009). This type of plan has several advantages. It creates little cost for
the employer and its simple structure makes it easy to explain to workers. In
addition, similar to what was observed with 401(k) plans, the use of automatic
enrollment can keep participation rates relatively high (Madrian and Shea, 2001).
The automatic IRA is also suitable for a state-sponsored plan because the
investment options would be selected by the state, resulting in minimal regulatory
burdens for the employers (John and Gale, 2015).
With the automatic IRA, the states must decide between the traditional and the
Roth. Two primary considerations with this choice are taxes and income levels.
Traditional retirement accounts can have exempted contributions up to some
maximum level and accruals are taxed when withdrawn, making this a taxdeferred product. On the other hand, contributions to Roth IRAs are made with
after-tax income and accruals are never taxed. If tax rates remain the same (during
contribution and withdrawal periods), the tax treatment of the traditional and the
Roth IRAs are economically identical (Moore, 2016).2 If this is not the case, one
may be more beneficial than the other for some individuals. One other
consideration relates to the income of individuals expected to participate in the
plan. There are income restrictions related to the ability to contribute to Roth
IRAs. In 2017, those with modified adjusted gross income of $133,000 or more if
single/head of household (or $196,000 or more if married filing jointly) cannot
contribute. If the expectation is that lower income individuals will be participating
in the state-based retirement plan, then a Roth IRA may be more feasible.
The second option is to utilize state-run MEPs, which would allow several
small employers to join together to share expenses by providing centralized
administration, thereby reducing fiduciary responsibilities (Cole, 2017). MEPs are
plans regulated under the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) that allow for employer contributions. The U.S. Department of Labor
currently requires that employers participating in a MEP have a common purpose
(i.e., in the same industry); however, a legislative change could make this rule less
restrictive (John and Gale, 2015).3
MEPs can vary in design, providing more flexibility than the automatic IRA.
One of the major advantages of the use of the MEP is that, unlike with the
automatic IRA, employers could contribute. While this would be beneficial to plan

Employees (SIMPLE) IRA, a payroll-deduction IRA and a MyRA (American, 2016). For a
discussion of some of the other options explored by the states, see John and Gale (2015).
2. The likelihood that tax rates would remain constant is minute. Therefore, the states must
consider the tax implications to the employee. For employees that may be in their peak earning
years—and, therefore, subject to higher tax rates during their working years—the traditional IRA
is more favorable. On the other hand, employees in the early stages of their career or at lower
incomes may be subject to a lower tax rate during their working years. These employees would
benefit from the Roth IRA (Moore, 2016). In addition, because contributions to a Roth account
can be withdrawn without taxation, the Roth IRA is more suitable for lower-income individuals
who may need access to the funds (John and Gale, 2015).
3. For a historical perspective of MEPs, see Weinstein and Wiatrowski (1999).
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participants and could lead to greater wealth accumulation, it creates additional
responsibilities and costs for employers.

Major Requirements and Provisions
In this section, we discuss some of the major decisions the states must make
in terms of plan design. This includes participation requirements and plan features
such as automatic enrollment, contribution rates and automatic escalation,
investment options and rate-of-return guarantees. All of these requirements can
impact participation and/or cost of the plans and, therefore, the long-term viability
of the program.

Number of Employees
Statistics obtained from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
indicate that small businesses make up a significant portion of U.S. employers.
Approximately 60% of businesses have less than five employees, about 17% have
five to nine employees, and slightly more than 11% have 10 to 19 employees. In
addition, there is evidence that employees of small firms are much less likely to
have access to retirement plans through their employer than those employed by
larger firms (Kobe, 2010; and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), 2017). As
such, mandating that all employers offer coverage under a state plan (unless an
employer-sponsored plan is provided) would increase the number of workers with
retirement plans, primarily increasing access to retirement plans for employees of
small companies. In addition, greater levels of participation can generate several
internal benefits, including lower cost per participant and less pressure to provide
employer-sponsored retirement plans. This can also generate broader economic
benefits, with more assets being invested in the market and, potentially, an
increase in the demand for financial services (John and Gale, 2015).
Each state must determine the guidelines that would make employers subject
to participation in the state-based retirement plan. Although not a requirement, a
state can establish a threshold number of employees, thereby exempting small
employers from participation. While, in theory, these plans are designed to limit
costs and administrative management by the employers, as noted in a report to the
Oregon Legislature, “… there will be ‘start-up’ and ongoing costs that cannot be
reduced or eliminated without a financial incentive” (Oregon State Treasury,
2016). As such, not requiring smaller employers to participate would exempt
companies that would be most challenged in meeting the requirements. At the
same time, because availability of employer-based retirement plans is directly
proportional to the size of the company, exempting small employers can have a
significant impact on the overall number of employees that will not be covered by
the state-based retirement plan. As noted above, this can have an impact on the
cost per plan participant and, subsequently, the viability of the plan.
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Automatic Enrollment
One reason employees do not enroll in 401(k) or IRA plans is that the
employee must take action to participate (Gale, 2011). In addition, these plans can
be confusing to some (i.e., selecting investment options or other features and
understanding tax implications). These issues can result in lower participation
rates, which can lead to lower levels of savings at retirement. The implementation
of automatic enrollment 401(k) plans helped address these issues (Gale, 2011). For
large plans, the use of automatic 401(k) plans dramatically increased enrollment
(Beshears et al., 2008). In addition, automatic enrollment has improved
participation rates among eligible employees of all ages, genders, racial or ethnic
groups, and income levels (Madrian and Shea, 2001).
Given the positive impact on participation observed with 401(k) plans, the use
of automatic enrollment can be an important component of state-based retirement
plans. With an automatic IRA, employers automatically enroll workers into the
state-based plan at some predetermined minimum contribution rate. If employees
elect not to participate, they would be able to opt out. However, when employees
are automatically enrolled in a 401(k) plan, very few opt out (Thaler and Sunstein,
2003). Similar behavior is expected with automatic IRAs. As noted in an Oregon
report to the legislature, it is expected that 70 to 80% of employees automatically
enrolled in the plan will stay in the plan (Oregon State Treasury, 2016).
While there is strong evidence of a positive impact of automatic enrollment on
participation, there is also evidence that automatic enrollment is negatively related
to contribution rates and the impact is greater for low-income earners (Butrica and
Karamcheva, 2015). To combat this negative impact, employees can be allowed to
increase contribution rates up to some maximum level. The states can also use
automatic escalation of contributions. Both of these options are discussed in the
next section.

Contribution Rates and Escalation
The states considering a state-sponsored retirement plan have to determine a
maximum contribution rate, as well as a default contribution rate for automatic
enrollment. Establishing the default contribution is a critical factor to the success
of the program and wealth accumulation. The Connecticut feasibility study finds
that a contribution rate “…of 6% compared to 3% improves the income
replacement ratio by more than 20%” (State of Connecticut Retirement Security
Board, 2016).
While investigating the difference in employee behavior before and after
automatic 401(k) enrollment, Madrian and Shea (2001) find evidence of “default”
behavior. This behavior has automatic enrollment participants maintaining the
default contribution rate (3%), whereas more of the employees that enrolled prior
to the automatic enrollment selected higher contribution levels (over 6%). Other
studies find that the participation rate with automatic enrollment is not affected by
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the default contribution rate (Chandler and Mottola, 2014; and Oregon State
Treasury, 2016). This evidence suggests that a higher default contribution rate may
be more beneficial. However, default contribution rates of plans are often set at
levels below the maximum allowable contribution rate. In these cases, the states
may choose to implement an automatic escalation provision in order to address the
“default” behavior previously discussed. Increasing the contribution rate over the
course of time will substantially increase accumulated wealth, especially when
wage growth occurs simultaneously (Cole, 2017). Unfortunately, it can be a
challenge to identify employees’ optimal stopping points, making it difficult to
determine how best to structure this provision (VanDerhei, 2010). In a recent
study, Belbase and Sanzenbacher (2017) find that participation rates in statesponsored automatic IRAs are consistent with 401(k) plans at contribution rates up
to 6%. However, when contribution rates are automatically increased above this
level, the rate that employees opt-out increases.

Investment Options and Rate-of-Return Guarantees
Investment choice is an important consideration of the design of statesponsored retirement plans. Most state plans will have a default investment option
with a limited number of alternative investments from which employees may
choose (John and Gale, 2015). As previously discussed, one of the reasons that
employees do not participate in a 401(k) plan or contribute to an IRA is because
they find it difficult to select investment options (Gale, 2011). In fact, Iyengar,
Jiang and Huberman (2004) find that the probability that an employee participates
in a retirement plan decreases when the number of investment options increases.
As part of its feasibility study, California conducted some focus groups and
identified this as one of the major challenges it would face. Specifically, the focus
group expressed a lack of comfort with basic financial concepts and investments
(Overture Financial, 2016). Limiting options for the state programs may help in
increasing participation.4
Finally, the states can include a minimum rate-of-return guarantee on invested
funds. Since the financial crisis of 2007–2008, the demand for state-based
guarantees for retirement savings has increased; however, one concern with a
government-provided guarantee is who would bear the costs (Gale, John, and Kim,
2016). Because investors are considered risk-averse (Fama and MacBeth, 1973), it
is believed that participation will increase when minimum returns are guaranteed.

4. In lieu of multiple options, the states can use a target fund. These funds contain a mixture
of investments that are automatically adjusted based on the participant’s age (John and Gale,
2015). There are two main advantages of utilizing target funds. First, these funds are meant to be
the only investment held by the participant. Second, they require little to no ongoing decisionmaking or portfolio rebalancing from the account owner, as required when multiple investment
options with different risk-return profiles are available.
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State Comparisons
In this section, we summarize the data and analysis employed. The analysis
provides some comparisons of the states based on whether the states proposed
legislation related to state-based retirement plans during the sample period. A
similar analysis is provided for the states that successfully passed legislation to
create a state-based retirement plan, in comparison to the states that proposed but
did not pass such legislation.

Data and Analysis
This study focuses on legislative activity between 2012 and 2016 due to the
number of states proposing legislation during this time period. We utilize statelevel data from a variety of resources in the state comparisons. The control
variables are lagged one year such that we are comparing the environment in the
states in the prior year. A full list of the variables, along with brief descriptions
and sources, is provided in Table 1. Summary statistics for the variables of interest
are reported in Table 2. The analysis uses means comparisons of the variables of
interest to test whether the means are statistically different for the groups.5

Variable Descriptions and Results
As shown in Table 3A and Table 3B, numerous states have proposed bills
related to state-based retirement programs in the past few years. The majority of
these bills simply propose researching the viability of creating a state-based
retirement plan, while others propose creating a MEP or an automatic IRA.
However, as of year-end 2016, five states have been successful in passing

5. In addition to the means comparisons, we also conduct a probit analysis in which the
dependent variable is equal to one if the state proposed a bill (or proposed a bill to create a statebased retirement plan) in that year and zero otherwise. However, due to the high correlations
among several of the variables included in the analysis, only a handful of the independent
variables could be included. We do find consistency in the results for most of the variables
included. Specifically, the states with more employers with five to nine employees and fewer
employers with 10 to 19 employees were more likely to propose bills. Also, the states with a
more highly educated population and a higher gross state product were more likely to propose
bills. Finally, the states with a lower minority population, and more of its population in the 18 to
24 and 35 to 44 age groups, were more likely to propose bills. The notable differences are that
the unionization variable is only significant in the model in which the states proposed state-based
retirement plan bills. The Democratic governor variable is never significant. Results are available
from the authors upon request.
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legislation creating a statte-based retirem
ment plan.6 Th
hese five statess are Californiaa,
Connecticu
ut, Illinois, Maaryland and Oreegon.7
Ta
able 1:
Variable Listt and Descripttion

* For more specifics
s
informatiion on the union data,
d
see Barry T.. Hirsch, David A
A. Macpherson, annd
Wayne G. Vrroman, “Estimatess of Union Densitty by State,” Montthly Labor Review
w, Vol. 124, No. 77,
July 2001, pp
p. 51–55.
** Data on presidential electtion results was obtained
o
from thee Statistics of thhe Presidential annd
b History, Art & Archives of the U.S.
U House of Reprresentatives.
Congressionaal Election issued by

Sociall and economicc factors can affect
a
a state’ss willingness too consider new
w
ideas, espeecially in legisllation that willl affect its citizzens. The varioous factors willl
vary depen
nding on the pu
urpose of the legislation.
l
Forr example, Graay (1973) findds
that the states
s
with a wealthy popu
ulation are more
m
receptive to innovativve
legislation,, while other studies find th
hat the level of
o a state’s unnionization cann
impact the legal climate (Kau and Rub
bin, 1979; Kau and Rubin, 19981).8 Researchh
also indicaates that hostiliity and prejudiice against imm
migrants increaases as the sizze
6. New
w Jersey and Washington
W
passed
d legislation to create a markettplace that woulld
promote parrticipation in low
w-cost, low-burd
den retirement prrograms offered by the industryy.
Neither prog
gram mandates em
mployers participaate in a state-baseed retirement pro gram.
7. A brief summary off the structure off the plans creatted by the five sstates that passeed
legislation iss provided in the appendix. For a more detailed reeview of the statee-based plans, seee
Cole (2017)..
8. Kau
u and Rubin (19
979) find that th
he level of union
n membership inn the state has a
significant effect on almost all issues. As an id
deological measu
ure, Kau and Rubbin (1981) utilize a
e
margin of
o the congressman in the last elecction and the perccentage voting foor
measure of electoral
Nixon in thee 1972 presidentiaal election. The authors
a
find that ideological
i
variabbles are importannt
in explaining
g voting.
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of thee immigrant po
opulation increeases (Alba, R
Rumbaut and M
Marotz, 2005).. Also,
when
n there is a welll-established, high percentagge population of minority within a
state, legislation more
m
inclusive of immigrantts is likely too pass (Chaveez and
Provine, 2009).
Table 2:
ummary Statisstics
Su

In
n identifying characteristics
c
that might im
mpact a state’s decision to eexplore
the feasibility
fe
of or
o implement a state-basedd retirement pplan, we draw
w upon
relevaant existing academic literaature and studdies, as well aas factors thaat may
impacct the ability to save and/orr relate to lonngevity risk. T
These characteeristics
includ
de the size of
o employers, financial weaalth, the age distribution oof the
popullation, educatiional attainmeent, the size of the minorrity populationn, life
expecctancy, the exteent of union m
membership andd the political eenvironment. R
Results
for th
he comparison
n of the statess that proposedd some bill too those that ddid not
propo
ose any bill relaated to state-baased retiremennt programs is pprovided in Taable 4.9
9.
9 Because creatiing state-based re
retirement plans is a much largerr endeavor than simply
studyin
ng the issue or creating
c
a markeetplace, we re-runn the analysis coomparing the staates that
propossed creating a state-based retiremeent plan to other sstates. Though thhe size of the diffferences
varies,, the results of th
he comparisons are statistically ssimilar to those reported here, w
with one
excepttion; i.e., the perccentage of the poppulation 35 to 44 is not significantt.
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Table 5 pro
ovides the com
mparison of stattes that did nott pass a state-b ased retiremennt
plan bill to
o those that passsed a state-bassed retirement plan
p bill.
Table 3A:
Detailed Bill Activity

^ This law applies
a
to not-for-p
profit organization
ns only. As such, Massachusetts iss not considered tto
have passed a bill establishing a state-based plan in the analysis.

As notted earlier, thee larger the emp
ployer (measurred in number of employees)),
the more liikely the emplo
oyer is to offerr retirement savings plans. Thhe U.S. Bureauu
of Labor Statistics
S
(2017
7) notes that 50
0% of employeers with one too 49 employeees
offer retirement savingss plans, whilee 85% of em
mployers with 100 or morre
employeess offer retiremeent savings plaans. The statess that have passsed state-basedd
retirement plan legislatio
on require employers to particcipate in the sttate plan unlesss
they offer an employ
yer-sponsored plan. As such,
s
this leegislation willl
predominaately impact sm
maller employeers. For this reason, we anticcipate the statees
that proposse and/or pass state-based rettirement plan legislation
l
willl have a greateer
percentagee of businesses with a small number
n
of employees relativee to other statess.
Because th
he states generrally set the requirement for compliance at a fairly low
w
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level, we examine the percentagee of establishm
ments in the sstates with lesss than
five, five
f to nine, an
nd 10 to 19 empployees.
Table 3B:
Dettailed Bill Actiivity

^ As noted
n
in the appen
ndix, while SB 12234 was passed inn 2012, the creatioon of the state-bassed plan
through
h the enactment of
o the California S
Secure Choice Reetirement Savingss Trust Act did noot occur
until 20
016, following thee review of studiess on the issue.

As
A shown in Table
T
4, whenn we examine these variablees in comparinng the
statess that proposed
d some bill too states that ddid not proposse any bill, thhere is
evidence of signifi
ficant differencces. The statees that proposed bills had more
emplo
oyers with few
wer than five em
mployees, but a smaller perccentage of empployers
in thee five to nine and
a 10 to 19 ggroup. As reported in Table 55, when we coonsider
the co
omparison of states
s
that simpply proposed a state-based reetirement plan bill to
those that were succcessful in passsing a state-bbased retiremennt plan bill, w
we find
similaar results. The states that passsed a bill havve a significanttly larger percentage
of em
mployers with less than five employees annd a smaller peercentage withhin the
other two categories. This findingg suggests thatt the states thaat exempt com
mpanies
with fewer than fiv
ve employees, such as Califfornia and Connnecticut, coulld still
have a significant percentage
p
of w
workers not coovered by a pllan. In additionn, it is
likely
y that the statees with a manndatory requireement for all companies, suuch as
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Oregon an
nd Maryland, could have a larger impactt in terms of the number oof
workers with access to a retirement plan
n of some typee.
Ta
able 4:
parison of Sta
ates That Prop
posed a State-B
Based Retirem
ment Plan
Comp
Billl to Those Tha
at Did Not Pro
opose a Bill

Nation
nal studies hav
ve consistently
y shown that individuals
i
whho do not havve
access to an
a employer-sp
ponsored plan tend to be low
wer paid and yoounger workerrs
(Moore 20
016; Pew, 2016
6). The U.S. Bu
ureau of Laborr Statistics (2017) reports thaat
of employ
yees in the low
west 25% of average wages, only 45% hhave access too
retirement savings plans at work. And, when consideering the lowesst 10% of wagge
earners, on
nly 34% have access
a
to emplloyer-sponsoreed plans. Clearrly, lower wagge
employeess would benefitt more from sttate-sponsored retirement plaans. In additionn,
financial liiteracy among young adults is low. People with
w low finan cial literacy arre
less likely to plan for reetirement (Lusaardi and Mitch
hell, 2007). Luusardi, Mitchelll
and Curto
o (2010) find that less thaan one-third of
o young aduults have basiic
knowledgee of inflation, interest rates and
a risk diverrsification. Forr these reasonss,
we anticipate that the staates with a hig
gher percentagee of their popuulation living inn
poverty, with
w lower med
dian incomes and
a lower gross state productts will be morre
likely to prropose state-sp
ponsored retireement legislatio
on and will bee more likely too
implementt a state-sponssored retiremen
nt plan. We also
a
expect thee states with a
greater peercentage of younger
y
resideents will be more
m
likely too pursue stateesponsored retirement prrograms. To capture poten
ntial differencces in the agge
distribution
n of the pop
pulation of staates, we exam
mine the perccentage of thhe
population
n in five age caategories: 18 to
o 24; 25 to 34; 35 to 44; 45 to 54; and 55 too
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64. Because
B
the foccus is on fundiing for retirem
ment, we focus on these age ggroups
and omit
o
those you
unger than 18, as they are un
unlikely to be ffull-time emplloyees,
and th
hose 65 and old
der, as these inndividuals are rretirement age..
Table 5:
Comparison
C
off States that diid Not Pass a State-Based R
Retirement Plaan
Bill to Tho
ose That Passeed a State-Bassed Retiremen
nt Plan Bill

Table
T
4 shows that the statess that proposedd some type off state retiremeent bill
had higher
h
median incomes and ggross state prodducts and loweer poverty ratees than
other states that did
d not propose some type off state retiremeent bill. In adddition,
they also
a
have a laarger percentagge of the popuulation in the 35 to 54 age group.
Whilee similar resultts are observedd in Table 5 as it relates to thhe financial meeasures
(with the exception
n of the povertyy variable), we find that thee states that paassed a
state-based retiremeent plan bill hav
ave a larger perrcentage of the population in the 25
to 44
4 age group an
nd a lower perrcentage of thhe population in the 18 to 224 age
group
p, in comparisson to the staates that weree not successfful in passingg such
legislation. Collectiv
vely, these resuults are somew
what contrary too expectations..
The
T level of ed
ducation attainnment directly impacts financcial literacy. L
Lusardi
and Mitchell
M
(2007)) find that as tthe education llevel of an inddividual increasses, so
does financial literaacy. The educaation level of a state’s occuppants may impaact the
need for a state-spo
onsored retirem
ment plan. Higgher-educated iindividuals aree more
likely
y to have accesss to an emplooyer-sponsoredd plan. If this is the case, thhen the
statess that propose or pass legislaation related too state-based rretirement planns will
have a less educated
d population. H
However, highhly educated inddividuals undeerstand
the vaalue of retirem
ment programs aand are more llikely to underrstand the beneefits of
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such a program for lower-income residents. Therefore, they may be more likely to
support state-sponsored plan legislation, even if it is highly unlikely they would
directly benefit. Our measure of educational attainment is the percentage of the
population age 25 or older with at least a bachelor’s degree. The results in both
Table 4 and Table 5 support the latter argument. It appears the states that have
proposed state retirement plan legislation or passed a bill to create a state-based
plan have more highly educated populations. Because more educated individuals
tend to have higher incomes, the education results may also explain the findings
on the financial variables discussed in the preceding paragraph.
On the “Fast Facts on Retirement Insecurity” provided on the California
plan’s website, it notes that minorities make up a significant percentage of its
population and that “(a)lmost half (47%) of workers in California likely to be
eligible for Secure Choice are Latino” (Office of the State Treasurer, 2017).
However, the results of empirical studies on the relation between race and
participation rates in retirement plans are mixed (Springstead and Wilson, 2000;
Shuey, 2004). This suggests that while some states that propose and/or pass statebased retirement plan legislation would have larger minority populations than
other states, this may not be true for all states. The results of Table 4 indicate that
the states that have proposed bills of some type have a lower minority population.
However, we find that the states that passed a state-based retirement plan bill do
indeed have a significantly larger minority population (approximately 23%
compared to 16%).
The life expectancy of the population can greatly impact the amount of
retirement income needed such that individuals do not outlive savings. Over time,
life expectancy has increased (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). Because individuals
with a longer life expectancy may have a greater need for retirement income, we
would expect that the states that have proposed or passed legislation would have
lower age-adjusted death rates than other states. This is, in fact, what we find. As
shown in Table 4, residents of the states that proposed state retirement plan
legislation live longer than residents of the states that have not proposed any such
legislation. We find similar results in the Table 5 comparison.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2017) reported that in March of 2017,
while 66% of non-union workers have a retirement plan provided by their
employer, 94% of union workers do. The positive relation between unions and
employer benefits has been documented in the academic literature (Belman and
Heywood, 1991; Budd, 2004). Given this information, we expect the states that
propose and/or pass legislation related to state-based retirement plans will have a
lower percentage of union membership, as the residents of these states may be less
likely to have access to employer-sponsored plans. Alternatively, there is
empirical evidence that the states with larger union memberships are associated
with greater voter turnout and “electoral alternatives that are farther to the left”
(Radcliff and Davis, 2000). This suggests that the states with a stronger union
presence will be associated with behaviors that favor social equality. In this case,
we would expect the states that propose and/or pass legislation will have a larger
percentage of workers participating in unions. We find the latter to be the case in
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both comparisons. As reported in Table 4 and Table 5, both the states that
proposed some type of bill and the states that passed a state-based retirement plan
bill have larger percentages of union membership when compared to other states.
We also find that the difference is greater when comparing the states that passed a
state-sponsored plan bill compared to those that proposed but did not successfully
pass such a bill.
Government structure and political parties can impact the type of legislation
proposed and passed by states (Owens, 2003; Carey, 2007). As such, it is possible
that if one political party strongly supports state-based retirement plans and the
leadership in the state is a member of that party and/or if the population
(evidenced by voting data) strongly favors that party, then we may see more
legislative activity in that state. Based on the comments of legislators, it appears
that more Democrats supported state-based retirement programs while
Republicans were generally against them (Lobosco, 2017, Weiland, 2017). As
such, if we see differences along party lines, we would expect the states that
proposed or passed state-based retirement plan legislation to have a Democratic
governor and/or a larger percentage of the population supporting Democratic
candidates. The results presented in Table 4 and Table 5 provide evidence that the
states that have proposed some legislation or successfully passed a bill to create a
state-based retirement plan have a larger Democratic presence than other states.
This difference is substantial in the states that passed bills to create state-based
retirement plans, with 92% of these states having a Democratic governor.

Conclusion
Currently, more than 55 million Americans are without a workplace
retirement account and there is growing concern that a majority of working
Americans are not adequately saving for retirement (Weiland, 2017). To address
this concern, some states have proposed legislation to create state-based retirement
programs. Although the concern regarding retirement savings is widespread, only
a few states have been successful in passing legislation to create these retirement
programs. The purpose of this research is to consider some of the decisions the
states must make when establishing a state-based retirement program and provide
some discussion as to how these decisions may impact participation rates and cost.
This discussion is important given that if expected participation rates are too low
and/or costs too high, these programs will not be viable. We also investigate the
characteristics associated with the states that proposed and/or implemented statebased retirement plans versus those that have not.
We find that for the same reasons employer-sponsored plans are trending
toward more defined contribution plans, the states have focused their efforts on
evaluating the viability of these types of plans. We also find that there are a
number of important factors the states must consider when evaluating the decision
to create a state-based retirement plan. Decisions related to plan provisions, such
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as contribution rates and investment options, can significantly impact the
feasibility of these programs.
Our comparisons suggest that there are systematic differences between the
states that proposed state-based retirement accounts and those that did not. For
instance, residents of the states that proposed legislation tended to have higher
average income and education level, as well as a longer life expectancy. These
states also have a larger percentage of unionized workers, a stronger Democratic
presence, a lower poverty level and a lower percentage of minorities. We further
find that differences exist between the states that implemented proposed
legislation and those that have not yet passed their bills. Similar to the prior
comparisons, we find differences in financial wealth, educational attainment, life
expectancy, unionization and political ideology. We also find that the states that
enacted the legislation had a larger percentage of employers with five or fewer
employees.
Based on these comparisons, the states that tend to favor equity, such as those
with a stronger union presence and a stronger Democratic presence, are those that
have pursued and/or passed state-based retirement plan legislation. It also appears
that the states with a larger percentage of smaller employers and longer life
expectancies have pursued and/or passed legislation related to state-based
retirement plans. These are states that are likely to have more citizens with
inadequate retirement savings, as smaller employers are less likely to provide
retirement benefits and more citizens are subject to more longevity risk.
The future of state-based retirement plans is still unknown. Political turmoil
between Democrats and Republicans continues to affect various government
programs, including the automatic IRA. Although President Donald Trump signed
a measure on May 17, 2017, that may slow the adoption and implementation of
state-based retirement plans (Iacurci, 2017), this has not stopped some states from
continuing to pursue this type of legislation. In June 2017, the governor of
Vermont signed into law Senate Bill 135, which establishes a voluntary MEP for
employers with 50 or fewer employees. Opponents of state-based plans “fear that
giving states freedom to set up programs would impose conflicting and
burdensome mandates on private-sector businesses of all sizes and eliminate longstanding federal retirement protections for workers provided under ERISA”
(Bradford, 2017). On the other hand, those in favor of these plans simply point to
the 55 million Americans that do not have access to workplace retirement plans as
a reason to continue moving forward.
For the states that have already passed legislation to create state-based
retirement programs—California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland and Oregon—
the plan is to continue to move forward with implementation (Iacurci, 2017).
Oregon State Treasurer Tobias Read stated that “(t)he need to address the
oncoming retirement crisis is too great” to not move forward (Thornton, 2017). In
a joint statement with Read, California state Sen. Kevin de León (D-Los Angeles)
stated that “the California Secure Choice program stands on firm legal and
statutory ground and will proceed without delay” (O’Brien, 2017).
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Another 30 states are contemplating state-based retirement plans (Thornton,
2017). While the analysis in this study provides some information on the states
that may be more likely to pursue state-based retirement legislation, as noted in
earlier discussions, there are a number of decisions that need to be made that will
impact the viability of such plans. With the recent termination of the myRA
program, the success of the early adopting states may affect the decision of other
states to move forward.
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Appendix
In September 2012, California became the first state to pass legislation to
enact an automatic IRA program (Moore, 2016; Cole, 2017).10 The act created the
California Secure Choice Retirement Savings Investment Board, which was
responsible for the design and management of the new plan, called the California
Secure Choice Retirement Savings Program. The plan applies to all employers
with five or more employees that do not offer another retirement savings option
for their employees (Pension, 2016).11 Employees will automatically be enrolled in
the program; however, they can opt out. For each employee enrolled, an IRA will
be established and the default contribution rate will be 3%. The board has the
authority to change the default contribution from 2% of salary to 5% (Pension,
2016). Employees also have the option to adjust their contribution rates (Pew,
2016). Automatic escalation of the contribution rate is permitted up to a maximum
of 8% (Cole, 2017). Assets would be invested in managed accounts or other lowrisk investment options, with other investment options available in the future. No
minimum rate of return is guaranteed and employees will be charged management
fees. Finally, although the plan implementation date was originally Jan. 1, 2017,
this has been revised to 2019.12
Illinois and Oregon became the next states to pass legislation for the purpose
of creating a state-based retirement plan in 2015. The Illinois Secure Choice
Savings Board was charged with implementing the program and hiring an external
investment advisor. The participation requirement for employers in Illinois is at
least 25 employees. This is greater than any other state, subjecting substantially
fewer small businesses to this law. Enrollees in the plan will be placed in a Roth
IRA with a target date investment option, with other investment options available
(Cole, 2017). The accounts will be subject to low fees (Pension, 2016). Like
California, the default contribution rate is 3%; however, the employees can elect
alternative contribution levels and employees have the ability to opt out. No
minimum rate of return is guaranteed. Similar to California, the implementation
date has been pushed back and is expected to begin with a pilot program in 2018.13
10. While SB 1234 was passed in 2012, the creation of the state-based plan through the
enactment of the California Secure Choice Retirement Savings Trust Act did not occur until
2016, following the review of studies on the issue.
11. The requirement to participate in the state plan will be phased in over a three-year
period. The phase-in will depend on the employer’s size. Within 12 months after the plan starts,
employers of 100 or more employees must have an arrangement to allow employees to
participate in the plan. Beginning 24 months after the start of the program, employers of 50 or
more employees must participate. Beginning 36 months after enrollment, the size of employer
covered by the mandate drops to those with five or more employees.
12. Refer to the California State Treasurer’s Office website, www.treasurer.ca.gov/scib, to
learn more about the implementation of the California Secure Choice Retirement Savings
Program.
13. Refer to the Illinois State Treasurer website, http://illinoistreasurer.gov/Individuals/
Secure_Choice, to learn more about the program.
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State Retirement
R
Plaan Summary oof Key Characcteristics

The
T Oregon Reetirement Savinngs Plan (calledd “Oregon Savves”) is similarr to the
other two state plans, with two maajor differencess: 1) the defaullt contribution rate is
5%; and
a 2) it applies to all emplooyers. The plaan also includees an auto-escaalation
provision up to 10%
%. The defaullt investment option is an aage-based fundd (i.e.,
targett date) and a 1%
1 fee covers the operating expenses of thhe investment funds.
Theree is no minimu
um guarantee ffor performancce. This prograam appears to be the
furtheest along in thee implementatiion process. A pilot program
m became effective in
July 2017
2
and the reemainder of thee program willl be phased in bbased on the nnumber
of em
mployees, with full implementtation occurrinng by 2019 or 22020.14
Finally,
F
in 201
16, Connecticuut and Marylannd passed com
mparable state-based
retirem
ment plan billss. The Connectticut plan is moost similar to thhe California pplan. It
appliees to all emplo
oyers with fivve or more em
mployees who ddo not offer aanother
retirem
ment savings option
o
for theiir employees aand the defaultt contribution rate is
3% (P
Pension, 2016)). However, theere is no escalaation provisionn for the contriibution
rate and
a no minimu
um rate of retuurn is guaranteeed. The autom
matic enrollmennt plan
will allow
a
either a traditional or Roth IRA.15 IIn Maryland, the Maryland Small
Busin
ness Retiremen
nt Savings Boaard was establisshed to managge its state-sponnsored
retirem
ment plan. Th
his state has thhe largest boarrd, at 11 mem
mbers (Cole, 20017).16
The original bill established a minimum reequirement off 10 employeees for
particcipation; howeever, in the fiinal version oof the bill, sim
milar to Oregoon, all
emplo
oyers that do not maintainn an employerr-sponsored reetirement plann must
particcipate and exp
penses must bee limited to 00.5% of funds under managgement
(Penssion, 2016 and
d Cole, 2017). The board haas been charged with establlishing

14. Information was
w obtained on thhe program websiite: www.oregonssaves.com.
Board’s
15. Information obtained from tthe State of Coonnecticut Retireement Security B
websitte at www.osc.ct.g
gov/retirementseccurity/index.html.
16. The Maryland
d Board is madee up of three meembers appointedd by the governoor, three
nted by the Senatee president and thhree appointed byy the House speakker. Two memberrs serve
appoin
ex offficio. Refer to http://msa.maryla
h
and.gov/msa/mdm
manual/25ind/htm
ml/66smallbusret.hhtml to
learn more
m
about the bo
oard and the act.
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default contribution rates and investment options, but no information appears to be
available on these provisions.
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